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Remax Hunyo lamp (white)
Remax Hunyo lamp is a unique proposal for those who appreciate functionality and original  design. It  was made with multiple uses in
mind, making it  not only a practical device, but also an elegant decorative element in any interior.  It  provides gentle illumination that
allows  you  to  create  a  unique  atmosphere,  ideal  for  reading,  working  or  relaxing.  You  can  customize  its  operation  according  to  your
needs by choosing one of 3 brightness modes. Its magnetic design means you can mount it anywhere. What's more, the product is 360°
adjustable.
 
One lamp - a range of possibilities
What  distinguishes  the  Remax  Hunyo  lamp  is  its  versatility  and  high  functionality.  You  can  use  it  as  a  desk  lamp  and  increase  your
comfort while working or studying. It is also possible to use it as a wall or closet light to create a soft light in various rooms. The device
can also be used as a night light, which you can conveniently place on a desk or shelf to provide reading conditions before bedtime. In
addition, it will work perfectly as a flashlight. The possibilities are indeed many!
 
3 brightness levels
Enjoy the soft, eye-friendly light of 4000K temperature provided by Remax Hunyo. You can easily adjust the brightness of the lamp to
your needs by selecting one of 3 levels. Operation is simple and intuitive - just touch the device! So you can easily create the right light
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for your work or relaxation, without worrying about eyestrain. What's more, the lamp allows you to freely adjust the angle of the light.
 
Practical solutions
You can power the Remax lamp via USB. The device also has a 1200 mAh lithium battery, the energy of which you can renew in several
ways. Among other things, you can connect it to a powerbank, computer or charger. This gives you the ability to use the lamp outdoors
or in places where there is no easy access to a power source.
 
	Manufacturer
	Remax
	Model
	RT-E710
	Color temperature
	up to 4000K
	USB input
	5V
	Battery capacity
	1200 mAh
	Charging time
	2-3 hours
	Material
	ABS + PS + metal
	Dimensions
	372 x 120 x 53.2 mm
	Weight
	645 g
	Color
	white

Preço:

Antes: € 22.4967

Agora: € 20.50

Casa inteligente, Lighting, Office lamps
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